
4 IN 1 STAND+WATCH WIRELESS
CHARGER ALUMINIUM
Aluminium 4 in 1 Stand Wireless Charger with 45W USB

PD

REF : ZE-ZEDC15B-00

EAN : 7438222414467

EXISTS IN : BLACK

DESCRIPTION :

This 4 in 1 charging station is the ideal solution to simultaneously charge all your Apple devices. It charges an iPhone,

AirPods, Apple Watch and fourth device at the same time.

The stand wirelessly recharges an iPhone in portrait position to make sure no calls or notifications are missed out on. The

charging surface wirelessly charges the AirPods while the detachable MFi certified Apple Watch stick charges the Apple

Watch in sleep mode. Through the integrated USB port a fourth device can be charged.

The charger has a 20W output with Apple and Samsung Fast Charge, a sleek aluminium design and comes with a power

adapter.

STRENGTHS :

Charges up to 4 devices simultaneously

20W (2x10W) output

Supports Apple and Samsung Fast Charge

Charges an iPhone, AirPods and an Apple Watch simultaneously

Phone is charged in portrait position: never miss any calls or notifications

Built-in USB port to charge a fourth device

Aluminium design

MFi certified

Qi certified

Power adapter included



CHARACTERISTICS :

Type: 4 in 1 Stand+Watch Wireless Charger Aluminium

Charges: phone (stand) and second device wirelessly, Apple Watch and extra device through built-in

USB-port

Output: 20W (2x10W)

Fast Charge: Apple and Samsung Fast Charge

USB-port: built-in USB-A port to charge fourth device

Design: phone charged in portrait position

Product material: aluminium

Compatibility (wireless stand): works with all phones that support Qi wireless charging and all Apple Watches

Compatiblity (wireless surface): works with all devices that support Qi wireless charging and all Apple Watches

Compatiblity (Apple Watch module): works with all Apple Watches

Compatibility (USB-port): works with all USB-A powered devices

Case friendly (stand and wireless surface) : works with most lightweight cases (< 3 mm)

Certification: Qi certified, MFi certified

Power supply: braided USB-cable with 45W USB-C PD power adapter (EU/UK/US)

Power supply cable length: 1.0 m

COMPATIBILITY :

AirPods tous les modèles, Smartphone, iPhone 12 and later, Apple Watch all models , Certified Qi


